SECRET

CCJ3 INFORMATION PAPER

SUBJECT: WHAT IS THE PLAN FOR AL FALLUJAH?

1. PURPOSE: To determine the CJTF plan to deal with the unidentified foreign fighters at a Mosque in al Fallujah and the recent attacks against convoys IVO al Fallujah. (Tab A)

2. DISCUSSION: CFLCC Response (Tab B)

   A) REF: Baghdad Mosque --- We have identified this Mosque and have it under observation, CI teams continue to work the area to gain additional intelligence. We cannot enter this Mosque based on the current information.

   B) REF: Al Fallujah --- The Corps has provided an additional LRS PLT and Tactical Humint Support to the Regiment. An ODA team and SOF L/NOS were also sent into the area in support of the Regiment. The Regiment increased presence patrols as well. Tomorrow a Strike TF consisting of a Light Infantry Platoon, MP Company, CI Team, and Psynops support will be employed in Al Fallujah. Preparation continues for 3 ID elements to move in and RIP with 2/3 ACR within the next week. 3 ID will assume control the Strike TF and employ a Tank Brigade Combat Team and three Air Cav Troops in the city and surrounding area. 3 ACR will consolidate its 2d Squadron assets on the Ar Ramadi area.

3. RECOMMENDATION: None, for information only.
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